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As an industry leader with a decades-long
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GB Auto at a Glance

GB Auto at a Glance

A leader in both the automotive industry
and financial services high-margin business,
emphasizing export growth.
GB Auto operates under two distinct business lines: GB
Auto and Auto Related which operates the core automotive business, and GB Capital, which oversees the
operations of the group’s five non-bank financial service providers. The distinction, which came into effect
in 2017, presents a clear and accurate picture of each
business, its operations, and value for stakeholders.

GB Auto (Auto & Auto Related)

With a history of over six decades in the industry, GB
Auto has built a solid reputation for its automotive service offerings. It is renowned for providing unmatched
after-sales services in Egypt along with positioning its
passenger cars as some of the best value for money on the
Egyptian market and making a name for itself as a frontrunner in the distribution of two- and three-wheelers.
Operating six lines of business across four major markets in the Middle East and North Africa, GB Auto is a
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leading regional automotive player with a strong operational footprint in key markets and sectors with plans
to expand into new, lucrative markets. The company
is focused on automotive assembly, manufacturing,
sales and distribution, and after-sales services, which
includes vehicle servicing and related products.
GB Auto’s portfolio of partners currently includes
the leading global brands of Hyundai, Mazda, Geely,
Chery, Karry, Bajaj, Marcopolo, Iveco, Volvo, Sino
Truck Fuso, Mitsubishi, SDLG, YTO, Gazpromneft,
Lassa, Yokohama, Westlake, Triangle, Diamondback, Avon, Double Coin, Grandstone, Jumbo, and
Monroe.
GB Auto’s assembly operations include passenger
cars, commercial vehicles, and motorcycles and threewheelers. The company also designs and manufactures
complete buses, semi-trailers and superstructures

— with the exception of chassis — at three plants in
the Greater Cairo Area and facilities in the Suez Canal Area.
GB Auto’s growing regional after-sales service network includes passenger car centers with a total number of 545 work bays in Egypt for both body and mechanical work. It also included six commercial vehicle
outlets in Egypt and 15 in Iraq. With new vehicle sales,
the company’s service and parts outlets make GB
Auto a fully integrated, “one-stop-shop” automotive
provider that delivers on promises of lower ownership
costs and real value to customers.

GB Capital

GB Capital oversees the operations of the group’s
five non-bank financial service providers: GB Lease,
which offers financial leasing services to a wide range
of companies; Mashroey, which offers asset-based
lending to microfinance eligible clients; Drive, which

offers factoring services to retail and corporates;
Haram Limousine, which offers car rental services on
a quasi-operational lease basis to companies in the
market; and Tasaheel which, offers direct microfinance lending services to micro-entrepreneurs.
GB Capital’s strategy is to benchmark its operations
against the best in the field, building on strict and
robust credit, risk classification and provisioning
policies specifically developed for each industry.
The companies’ credit approval and disbursement
mechanisms comply with best practices of financial
institutions in the country. Asset quality and collections –
 the backbone for the success of any financial
institution – are closely monitored, well-maintained
and controlled within the group.
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GB Auto (Auto & Auto Related)

16.7%
of FY17 Group
Sales

Regional

• Distribution of imported CBU passenger
cars in Iraq (Hyundai) and Algeria (Geely)
• Distribution of Bajaj motorcycles &
three-wheelers in Iraq
• Distribution of Westlake, Diamondback,
and Jumbo tires in Iraq; Avon, Diamondback, Triangle, and Jumbo in Jordan;
Lassa, Grandstone, and Verde in Algeria
• Operates after-sales service centers in
both Iraq and Algeria
• Market: Algeria, Iraq, Jordan
• Companies: Hyundai, Geely, Bajaj,
Westlake, Diamondback, Jumbo,
Avon, Triangle, Lassa, Grandstone,
Waterfall, Verde

GB Auto (Auto & Auto Related)

38.7%
of FY17 Group
Sales

12.5%
of FY17 Group
Sales

6.2%
of FY17 Group
Sales

5.8%
of FY17 Group
Sales

4.0%

1.6%

of FY17 Group
Sales

of FY17 Group
Sales

Egypt Passenger Cars

Egypt Motorcycles
& Three-Wheelers

Egypt Commercial Vehicles
& Construction Equipment

Egypt After-Sales

Egypt Tires

Others

• Assembly and distribution of imported
CKD kits with a production capacity of
around 70,000 units per year
• Distribution of imported CBU vehicles
• Brands: Hyundai, Mazda, Geely, Chery

• Distribution of motorcycles and
three-wheelers (tuk-tuks)
• Brands: Bajaj

• Assembly and distribution of trucks
• Bus-body manufacturing, distribution
through GB Polo
• Manufacturing and distribution of
superstructures and trailers
• Distribution of construction and farming equipment
• Brands: Mitsubishi, Volvo, Iveco,
Fuso, YTO, Marcopolo, Monroe, Karry,
SDLG, AKSA

• After-sales services and distribution of spare parts for passenger
cars, two- and three-wheelers, and
commercial vehicles
• The largest cross-country network
of its kind
• Constant and ongoing expansion of
network and service center capacities

• Distribution of passenger car, van,
truck, construction equipment, and
bus tires
• Brands: Yokohama, Lassa, Westlake, Double Coin, Verde

• Parts and lubricants business, PAL,
distributes Gazpromneft Lubricants
• Fabrika is a pre-owned car operation
• Retail division 360 operates aftersales and retail outlets
• Market: Egypt
• Companies: PAL, Fabrika, 360
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GB Auto at a Glance

GB Capital

14.5

%

of FY17 Group
Sales

• GB Capital’s subsidiaries cater to all market segments
• GB Lease provides business-to-business financial leasing
solutions. Assets financed are diversified and include
real estate, automotive, production lines, and other asset classes. Tenor is medium term, and the company’s
focus is on risk diversification by asset class, industry
sector, and clients.
• Mashroey offers asset-based microfinance lending to
eligible clients for the purchase of motorcycles, tuk-tuks,
YTO tractors and motor tricycles. Mashroey’s credit
policy is stringent, and its portfolio tenor is predominantly short term.
• Drive provides factoring services to a diversified client base, ranging from business-to-business (SMEs) to
business-to consumer (retail), with a focus on the auto
finance sector. It continues to expand its factoring solutions, offering innovative financing products. Operating
under a robust credit policy, the company’s portfolio
tenor is predominately medium term.
• Haram Tourism Transport (HTT) provides car rental
services on a quasi-operational lease basis. Its service
agreements are tailored and entail acquisition, registration, insurance and maintenance of vehicles, with third
party insurance in place. Average tenor of the portfolio
is three years.
• Tasaheel is a microfinance company and focuses on
direct lending to microfinance eligible clients, predominately group lending to women, with the aim of helping low-income earners generate higher incomes and
improve their living standards. Loan tenor is short term.
• Market: Egypt
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36.7%
Increase in GB Capital
revenue
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Highlights of 2017

Highlights of 2017

17.6

LE
BN

Group Revenue
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11.1%

1.9

Group Gross Profit Margin

Group Gross Profit

LE
BN

0.8

LE
MN

Group Operating Profit

31.1%

294.6

Total Market Share in Egypt

GB Capital Net Profit

LE
MN
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Management Review and Financial Performance

Management Review
and Financial Performance
GB Auto’s solid management strategy and strong
execution has seen it consistently grow revenues
q-o-q, expecting to return to normalized levels in
the coming year.

GB Auto’s overall annual sales revenues increased by
15.5% y-o-y in FY17 to LE 17,656.6 million owing to the
company’s solid execution of its strategy to focus on
high-margin divisions, incrementally increase prices,
and streamline its operations.
4Q17 saw revenues climb to their highest level of the
year, closing the quarter with a top-line of LE 4,708.9
million with the Egypt Passenger Car and Motorcycle
and Three Wheelers segments showing q-o-q increases
in revenue and profitability. The Group’s market leadership for Passenger Cars was successfully maintained,
with GB Auto’s market share hitting 31.1% and Hyundai maintaining its number one market leadership
position with a 21.9% market share for the full year. Recovery was also seen in the Egypt Commercial Vehicles
& Construction Equipment segment, with volumes
growing 32.4% during the quarter compared to 3Q17
and revenues 37.1% for the same period.
Operating profit grew for three consecutive quarters by the
end of the year, gaining 24.1% y-o-y in 4Q17. Gross profit for
the Group increased 3.4% compared to 3Q17, delivering the
third consecutive increase in a row. Full-year gross profit
margin came in at 11.1% versus 14.4% last year. Finance
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costs nearly doubled y-o-y to LE 1,277.4 million for the full
year, which saw GB Auto turn a net loss of LE 666.9 million
in FY17, narrowing from LE 865.7 million last year.
GB Capital delivered strong results, posting a 4Q17
revenue figure of LE 774.3 million (after intercompany
eliminations), up 48.5% y-o-y and contributing 14.1% to
overall Group revenues. Revenues also climbed 47.3%
y-o-y for FY17, coming in at LE 2,561.6 million (after
intercompany eliminations) and contributing 14.5% to
the Group’s total revenues for the period.
Net debt for the Auto & Auto Related business stood
at LE 4130.7 million at the end of the year compared to
5120.6 million in FY16, a decrease of LE 989.9 million.
Net debt/equity hit 1.07x at the end of the year, compared to c.1.5x at the end of last year. Net debt is the
key yardstick by which the company evaluates performance of the Group as debt related to GB Capital is a
direct function of the portfolio size of the division and
is more than fully backed by the assets and receivables
held by GB Capital. Management seeks to reduce finance costs by keeping the debt level as low as possible,
foreseeing further interest rates cuts in the quarter to
come as inflation continues to ease.

With the company’s proven ability to react with flexibility to market dynamics, its cost cutting and diversification efforts, and solid steps taken to streamline
operations, the Group expects continued progress in delivering improved performance in the coming quarters.

Outlook

After having adopted a new disclosure structure in
2017 that reports its core automotive and high-margin
GB Capital as two separate functions due to their vastly
different financing and capital structure and risks, the
company has reimagined the Group as not solely an
automotive leader, but a full-fledged diversified player,
capturing a wealth of opportunities in the market.
With the Auto & Auto Related business continuing to find its footing in a challenging environment,
management sees the split as a better reflection of
the Group’s net debt, facilitating more accurate valuations and revealing hidden value in the company’s
share. This is set to continue in the coming year as GB
Capital is expected to make an even bigger name for
itself through its five distinct subsidiaries in a market
that is looking for attractive and innovative financing
options. We see credit quality remaining very strong

and GB Capital has continued to maintain a healthy
loan portfolio quality.
GB Auto continues to believe in the strong fundamentals of the Egyptian economy and its automotive industry. The float of the Egyptian pound in 2016 undoubtedly
had short-term downsides for the market, but signs are
emerging that the automotive industry is on the road to
recovery, with numbers improving with every quarter.
Management expects the Passenger Car market to hit
volumes of 120,000 units, of which GB Auto’s market
share is set to be at least 30% in 2018. Management is
optimistic about the sector as low-margin models have
also been largely cleared from inventory and remaining units mostly provisioned for in 2017. Management
expects to see the Automotive Directive, a legislation
that aims to benefit local assemblers and open up new
opportunities for GB Auto and other local producers,
finalized before the end of 2018.
Motorcycles and Three-Wheelers are now well on their
way to making a complete recovery. In 2017, the company began manufacturing two-wheeler chassis, which is
expected to boost volumes in 2018. With products being revenue-generators for its clientele, the division is
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Management Review and Financial Performance

11.1%
Group gross profit

expected to do well in the coming quarters of next year,
bolstered by its strong partnership with GB Capital’s
Mashroey, which operates a network of locations offering asset-based lending for three-wheelers.
We are strong believers in the Commercial Vehicles &
Construction Equipment line of business due to the rampup in investments in infrastructure development in Egypt
and the government turning its attention to transport
demand. GB Auto anticipates the segment is poised for
growth in 2018 with the company beginning the year with
orders in hand. The division is gaining traction particularly in the truck and bus segments as tourism picks up
and private sector business slowly returns to the market.
The After-Sales division is one that has come into particular focus during the year in part due to the company’s revenue-diversification strategy and because of
the high demand the business enjoys following price
increases on new cars, which has left customers seeking out GB Auto’s After-Sales network to maintain
their current vehicles. Having performed exceptionally well in 2017, the company is ramping up plans to
expand its workshop network, looking to open centers
in Minya, Aswan, Tanta, Marsa Matrouh and Damietta
within the next two years. Plans are also underway to
construct a truck and bus workshop in Abu Rawash.

We have reimagined
the Group as not solely
an automotive leader,
but a full-fledged
diversified player,
capturing a wealth of
opportunities in the
market.
tuk-tuk tires, a profitable segment where the company
expects to leverage its strong market position. With the
aim of sustaining its growth in the truck-bus radial segment, the Tires division will also commercialize Pirelli and Pharos Truck tires starting February 2018. The
company plans to drive improved profitability across
the division going forward, with GB Auto looking to
reinforce its brand portfolio with the distribution of
additional reputable brands and negotiations already
underway with new potential partners for the year. The
company is also formulating individual teams for its
brands to create a tailored and streamlined process.
GB Auto continues to take a measured approach to its
Regional activities, opting for long-term growth rather than short-term payoffs. The Iraqi market saw an
uptick in 2017 despite profitability being hampered by
inventory liquidation, with both Passenger Car and
Motorcycle and Three-Wheelers enjoying increased
volumes. Management remains optimistic about the
division’s prospects for 2018 as it seeks to replicate
the success of its home market in the country.
Finally, we note that guidance going forward remains
subject to change in light of fluctuating regional geopolitical and macroeconomic conditions in both our home
market of Egypt and the rest of our regional footprint.

The Tire division should see a similar uptick going
forward, with solid performance seen in 2017. In 1Q18,
the Tires division will begin distributing Turkish-made
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Our Strategy

Our Strategy
GB Auto Group is a uniquely diversified, leading
player in key markets of the Middle East and
North Africa. It is a forerunner in the region’s
automotive segment through GB Auto and a top
non-bank financial services provider in Egypt
through GB Capital.

GB Auto
Expanding High-Margin Divisions
Decades of experience has given us the flexibility and
know-how to navigate the fluctuations inherent in the
automotive industry. As such, our strategy is not only to
continue to look at long-term growth opportunities for
the business as a whole, but to capitalize on the strength
of our varied, high-margin operations throughout the
region while building a tight and lean operation that will
continue to drive value for stakeholders irrespective of
market landscapes. We continue to lean in on our highmargin ancillary businesses, such as after-sales services
and tire distribution, to build a diversified stronghold
that carries us through any challenge.
Throughout 2017, customers continued to seek out car
maintenance with GB Auto, translating to strong sales of
all products offered by the company’s After Sales Division, a
trend we expect to continue into 2018 as customers look to
extend the lives of their vehicles. Investments made to upgrade and expand GB Auto’s network of After-Sales workshops continued to bear fruit this year, with After-Sales
service centers running at higher-than-average capacity
utilization rates to cope with this increasing demand. Going forward, GB Auto intends to expand its workshop
network, looking to open centers in Minya, Aswan, Tanta,
Marsa Matrouh and Damietta within the next two years.
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GB Auto is looking to put significant weight behind
its high-margin Tires division, both in Egypt and
throughout its footprint, by reinforcing its brand
portfolio with the distribution of additional reputable
brands and bolstering the team behind the business.
The efforts are driven by management’s belief that the
tires division is expected to be one of the fastest growing, with solid profitability and low fixed costs.

Streamlining Operations
As we continue to build our product portfolio and
capitalize on our long-held strategy of both vertical
expansion in our lines of business and overall growth
of the company, we also understand the importance
of flexibility and adaptability. As such, we strive to
streamline our operations across the value chain,
ensuring the attainment of target productivity and
quality levels and focus resources on obstacle innovation. We are working to maintain tight control
on our operating costs, putting in place measures to
keep SG&A as a percentage of sales within acceptable levels. We are rationalizing headcount across all
functions, adopting a more targeted approach to our
marketing expenses and exploring means through
which to maximize energy efficiency in our premises.

Regional Expansion
Finally, we continue to look beyond our home market of
Egypt to country-specific export opportunities in our
footprint that not only grow our business but provide a
necessary cushion. With Iraqi Passenger Car operations
significantly picking up during the year and the success
of the company’s Verde tire brand, management remains
optimistic about the division’s prospects for the years to
come with margins set to improve.

GB Capital

Through its five key operations (GB Lease, Mashroey, Drive,
HTT, and Tasaheel) GB Capital’s strategy is to benchmark its
operations against the best in the field, building on strict and
robust credit policies, risk classification and provisioning
policies specifically developed for each industry. GB Capital
has come into increased focus as customers’ purchasing
power is hampered in an increasingly inflationary environment. The business is set to continue offering new, innovative
products that cater to the unique demands of its customers
through veterans of the financial services industry that
provide the required expertise and know-how. The aim of GB
Capital is to develop a well-diversified and synergetic group
of financial services, while maintaining a high level of focus
and specialized expertise within each company.

With a diverse
product portfolio
spanning several
regional markets, the
company continues
to drive value
for shareholders
through carefully
calculated strategies
that have allowed it
to stay well ahead of
competition.
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Egypt Motorcycles and Three-Wheelers

Regional Footprint

GB Auto is an established regional automotive player
and a key constituent of the Egyptian non-bank financial services industry through GB Capital. With a
growing presence in Iraq and Jordan complementing
its main operations in Egypt, GB Auto seeks to replicate the successful blueprint of the Egyptian market
in others across the region. The company’s unwavering
commitment to and understanding of its home market,
combined with strong management and a sound strategy, helped it transform from a local firm to a regional,
multinational success story.
The company announced in 2009 that it was considering growth opportunities outside of Egypt, and in 2010 it
entered a joint venture to distribute Hyundai vehicles in

Iraq, subsequently boosting operations and increasing
its brand representations. The MENA region has strong
fundamental growth drivers, such as significant GDP
growth, a strategic location, a large and fast-growing
consumer base coupled with a rapidly burgeoning middle class and a low motorization index. GB Auto believed
and continues to hold that the automotive market in
the region is prime for expansion prospects due to their
resilience in the face of turbulence.

This proves the compatibility and success of the GB Auto
model in another key regional market. With operations expanding since 2010 to now include the distribution of Bajaj
motorcycles and three wheelers, Westlake, Diamondback,
Triangle, and Jumbo tires, and service centers and spare
parts outlets in Baghdad and Al Najaf, management is
optimistic about its long-term potential in the country as
it continues to gain political and economic stability.

ments mainly in building materials, basic infrastructure, and the automotive business. GB Auto’s product
offerings in the country include Geely passenger cars, as
well as Lassa, Grandstone, and West Lake tires. In 2017,
the company penetrated the Algerian agro tire market
through its proprietary brand Verde, which has been
positively received.

Passenger cars in Iraq continued to deliver solid top-line
performance, with revenues up almost 3x y-o-y in FY17.
The division’s profitability was also greatly improved,
with gross profit hitting LE 27.6 million in FY17 compared
to LE 11.4 million in FY16, maintaining margins y-o-y.

The company also has an established presence in Algeria,
with key brand representations and sales and after-sales
operations having begun in 2013. GB Auto established
a foothold in the Algerian market — with management
control — in cooperation with the Group Rahmoune, a
strategic player in the Algerian economy with invest-

GB Auto is actively exploring further markets into which
it can expand its ever-widening footprint and build on
its established presence in Iraq and Algeria. Its aim is to
continue capitalizing on the region’s untapped potential
and pent-up demand for real value and true customer care
while replicating the success story of its home market.

Egypt

Iraq

Passenger Cars
Commercial Vehicles
and Construction
Equipment
Motorcycles
and Three-Wheelers

Future Expansions

Passenger Cars

Tires
Motorcycles
and Three-Wheelers

Tires
Financing
Businesses
Others
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Egypt Motorcycles and Three-Wheelers

GB Auto &
Auto Related
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15.0

LE
BN

Revenue for GB Auto &
Auto Related

GB Auto is the largest
player in the Egyptian
passenger car market
in terms of sales
revenue, market
share, and production
capacity.
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Egypt Passenger Cars

Egyptian PC Market Annual Sales

Egypt
Passenger Cars

141,983

195,559

207,973

99,530

133,760

144,204

192,848

133,165

14.5

158,926

198,800

133,591

179,178

(LE million)

%

of FY17 Group
Gross Profit

FY06

FY07

FY08

GB Auto is the largest player in the Egyptian passenger car
market in terms of sales revenue, market share, and production capacity. It is a leading passenger car importer,
assembler, and distributor in the Middle East and North
Africa. The company holds the exclusive license to assemble and distribute Hyundai and Geely passenger cars,
and imports and distributes Hyundai, Geely, and Mazda
passenger cars, as well as spare parts for all three brands.
GB Auto is also the exclusive distributor for Chery-brand
vehicles in Egypt, through a tripartite agreement with the
Chinese company and Egypt’s Aboul Fotouh Automotive
(AF Automotive). Through Hyundai, Geely, Mazda, and

Chery, GB Auto is able to market a variety of products with
a diverse range of sizes and prices.

the Egyptian market and has more recently done the same
with Geely, Mazda, and Chery at their unique price points.

Over the years, the company has solidified its market leadership with a dedication to value, unparalleled service, and
best-in-class products. GB Auto created its “one-stop-shop”
approach to retail auto buying by vertically integrating sales,
consumer finance (through Drive, GB Auto’s consumer finance venture), and after-sales support. Its commitment to
total customer care allows the company to offer Egypt’s carbuying market a powerful value proposition — GB Auto has
long positioned Hyundai cars as the best value for money in

Revenues by Year

Revenue Segmentation of the Egyptian
Passenger Car Market by Year

GB Auto has invested significantly in the expansion of its
assembly capacity. At the Prima plant, the company assembles Hyundai and Geely passenger cars from imported CKD kits, as well as locally sourced components. The
plant — which spans across nearly 58,000 square meters
— was established in 1994 and by January 2016 had produced more than 285,000 passenger cars. In September
2012, GB Auto completed a major investment, growing
production to include its new Geely models while modernizing certain aspects of the assembly process. Today,
Prima is a state-of-the-art facility with fully-automated
conveyer systems, robots for painting, and more.

(LE million)

29,345
21.6%
6,840.5

8,016.1

7,489.9

6,536.9

6,072.3

5,741.9

5,383.0

8,909.9

(Units sold and % Market Share as of Year-End 2017)

21,897
16.1%

21,181
15.6%

5,477
4.0%

2010 2011
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2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Hyundai

Nissan

Chevrolet

Chery

2,804
2.1%

Geely

2017 Business Review

The Passenger Car industry was sluggish over the last year
as consumers had only just began to recover from the aftermath of the Egyptian pound’s float in 2016. Nevertheless,
the sector began to show vivid signs of recovery during the
last two quarters of the year, with GB Auto recapturing
market share during the year, which climbed to 31.1%, including Hyundai, Geely, Mazda, and Chery, in-line with the
level recorded last year. Management is optimistic about
the sector as low-margin models are cleared from the market and more profitable ones begin taking their place.
According to the Egyptian Automotive Marketing Information Council (AMIC)’s full-year report on the Egyptian
Passenger Cars market, the total automotive market fell
29.9% y-o-y in FY17. More specifically, vehicles within the

FY09

FY10

FY11

FY12

FY13

FY14

FY15

FY16

FY17

1.0-1.3 liter range witnessed a 29.4% y-o-y decline in volumes, while those within the 1.3-1.5 liter range fell 26.1%.
Meanwhile, vehicles within the 1.5-1.6 liter range saw
sales volumes decrease 6.6%, while SUVs with an engine
capacity larger than 2.0 liters saw volumes drop 4.7% y-o-y.
FY17 saw GB Auto’s Egypt Passenger Cars division decrease its sales revenues by 14.7% y-o-y to LE 6,840.5 million compared to LE 8,016.1 million in FY16 as demand
for passenger cars weakened during the year due to the
continuing rise in vehicle prices. Despite sales volumes
dropping 40.2% y-o-y, GB Auto was still able to maintain its
market share by capturing existing underserved demand.
The company’s share of the Egyptian passenger car market, which includes Hyundai, Geely, Mazda, and Chery,
rose to 31.1% YTD in December 2017 compared to 36.8%
last year. The availability of inventory and competitive
pricing strategies were key to GB Auto’s success during
the year as low-margin models were cleared from the
market and more profitable ones began taking their place.
Hyundai maintained its number one market leadership
position with a 21.9% market share for the full year.
Since its launch in 2016, Chery has delivered promising
results in terms of both profitability and market share. In
FY17, Chery’s market share stood at 4.6%, relatively flat
on a y-o-y basis, with 4,588 units sold during the year.
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Egypt Motorcycles and Three-Wheelers

Egypt
Motorcycles and
Three-Wheelers

1.9

LE
BN

Group Gross Profit

GB Auto is Egypt’s exclusive assembler and distributor of
motorcycles and three-wheelers from Bajaj, the world’s
largest manufacturer of three-wheelers, often known as
auto-rickshaws or tuk-tuks.

hikes to this sensitive consumer market in 2016. However, the division is continuing to pick up in volumes on
a q-o-q basis, with management expecting it will be a
swift recovery to historical levels.

Since it first began importing and selling three-wheelers
in Egypt in 1999, the company has been the country’s market leader for the popular vehicles, in part due to providing quality, low-cost after-sales service to this segment’s
price-conscious consumers.

Management plans to further boost two-wheeler volumes
by manufacturing chassis and taking over complete CKD
assembly using local inputs, which should put the segment back in line for growth. The company continues to
push forward with its plans to construct new component
manufacturing hangers after having been awarded the
project’s 270,000 sqm land. Management is currently finalizing the necessary contracts and paperwork.

In rural and low-income areas, three-wheeled vehicles are
used for personal and commercial purposes as an alternative to common urban and peri-urban transport methods.
Three-wheelers’ relatively low up-front cost, minimal fuel
consumption, and ease of movement often provide these
areas with a needed mode of transport.
GB Auto’s commitment to total care for customers of
this key segment is evident in its nationwide network
of 25 owned retail showrooms, that include 5 3-S, 17
2-S, and 3 1-S after-sales service center, as well as a
network of 90 authorized dealers and 70 authorized
service centers across Egypt.

Three-Wheeler Sales Volumes

Motorcycle Sales Volumes

Revenues by Year

(Vehicle Units)

(Vehicle Units)

(LE million)

65,988

61,068

2,206.2

50,840

85,183

1,892.5

70,507

1,708.2

36,801
28,997

1,156.2 1,168.4
967.3

2017 Business Review

In FY17, revenues from the line of business gained 29.2%
y-o-y despite a 15.5% y-o-y drop in volumes. Margins for
the division continued to be pressured, with the gross
profit margin falling 2.1 percentage points to 12.0% in
FY17 as the company opted not to fully pass on price
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8,662
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Egypt Commercial Vehicles & Construction Equipment

Egypt
Commercial Vehicles &
Construction Equipment

9.1

%

of FY17 Group
Gross Profit

GB Auto maintained
its leadership
position in the
city and intercity
bus segments and
reported an uptick
in demand from
the tourism sector
during the year.

GB Auto’s Commercial Vehicles business unit distributes imported and locally assembled trucks and buses
in Egypt. The division assembles Fuso and Volvo buses
as well as Fuso trucks at plants in Sadat and Suez, where
the company’s GB Polo factory is located. It also distributes Volvo heavy trucks and YTO tractors in Egypt and
manufactures and distributes semi-trailers and superstructures under its Commercial Vehicles line.
The company’s Bus segment produces a full range of
transportation solutions, including maxi buses with a
maximum capacity of 55 passengers, midibuses (30-38
seats), minibuses (24-29 seats) and microbuses (17 seats).
GB Auto’s Commercial Vehicles line markets heavy, medium, and lightweight trucks for fleet operators, contractors, large industrial operators, and government
agencies throughout Egypt.
The Commercial Vehicles unit demonstrates the group’s
capabilities as a manufacturer. With the exception of
chassis, the company designs and manufactures complete buses at its facilities.
GB Polo, the company’s joint-venture with global giant
Marcopolo, is home to a state-of-the-art bus body man-
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ufacturing facility with a 5,000 unit-per year capacity
(potential capacity, based on two shifts daily) that targets local and export markets. GB Polo produces buses
covering all applications (micro, mini, midi, city, school/
labor, intercity, and coach) and the facility utilizes almost 285,000 square meters of land. GB Auto increased
its share in GB Polo to 80% from 51% at the end of 2017
which has boosted profitability as the company takes
full control of the venture and bolsters its performance,
with a focus on export potentials.

line to public and governmental customers, as well as to
private sector companies.

GB Polo was conceived as a move to capture export
opportunities in bus field manufacturing by utilizing
GB Auto’s quality standards and relatively low-cost,
highly-trained workforce in combination with Marcopolo’s 65-year history of successfully developing technological and innovative concepts for full transportation solutions and setups in key markets worldwide.
The addition of the Iveco chassis has also proved to be a
further boost to the strength of GB Auto’s Bus division.

Bus Sales Volume by Year

GB Auto’s Construction Equipment business unit includes earthmoving equipment, road machinery, and
power generators distributed in Egypt under distribution agreements with Volvo Construction, SDLG, and
AKSA. The group markets its heavy-duty equipment

2017 Business Review

GB Auto’s Commercial Vehicles & Construction Equipment line of business saw overall sales volume fall 36.5%
y-o-y during the year. Revenues dipped a slight 1.9%
y-o-y to LE 1,092.2 million from LE 1,113.3 million the
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previous year, while gross profit came in 12.2% lower at
LE 176.8 million, with a gross profit margin of 16.2%, 1.9
percentage points lower than last year.
Buses were once again the top contributors to the
segment’s profitability during the year as revenues
gained 18.2% y-o-y despite a 12.7% y-o-y drop in volumes. Trucks came closely behind buses in terms of
contribution to profit, but the segment saw a 28.3%
y-o-y drop in revenues on a 51.8% y-o-y decrease in
volumes to 750 units. Meanwhile, the Trailers and
Construction Equipment divisions saw improved
performance, with Trailer revenues up 61.8% y-o-y
and Construction Equipment 19.6% y-o-y despite
lower volumes for both.

The sector is experiencing lower demand as tenders for
national mega projects wind down from levels seen in 2015
and 2016. However, GB Auto maintained its leadership position in the city and intercity bus segments and reported
an uptick in demand from the tourism sector during the
year. Management sees the segment poised for accelerated growth in the coming period, particularly with the
revival of the tourism industry, where the company has
seen rising appetite for its product lineup, a breakthrough
in the segment after GB Auto successfully ventured into
the urban transport and intercity bus markets.

CV&CE Total Revenues by Year

Truck Sales Volume by Year
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Egypt
Tires

6.0%

6.7

%

of FY17 Group
Gross Profit

Group EBITDA margin

GB Auto has been among Egypt’s leading tire distributors for more than 50 years. Today, the company commercializes on an exclusive basis some of the most
valuable brands in the passenger car, light truck, heavy
truck, OTR and agro tires market including Yokohama
(Japan), Lassa (Sabançi Bridgestone Group, Turkey),
Westlake (Thailand), Double Coin (China), Triangle
(China) and Double Star (China). The company has also
successfully launched its own brand Verde (Turkey) in
the Agro Tires segment.
With the difficulties faced throughout the year due the
foreign currency crunch and subsequent floatation
of the local currency, ancillary businesses provide a
necessary avenue of diversification. The Tires business
unit especially has become an increasingly important
contributor to GB Auto’s revenue and profitability
stream, through both increased sales volume, better
mix and price discipline.

its brand and product portfolio to cover new profitable
segments. In 1Q18, the Tires division began distributing
Turkish-made tuk-tuk tires, a profitable segment where
the company expects to leverage its strong market position. With the aim of sustaining its growth in the truckbus radial segment, the Tires division will also commercialize Pirelli and Pharos Truck tires starting February
2018. The company is also formulating individual sales
teams for its key brands to create a tailored and streamlined process. The efforts are driven by management’s
belief that the division is expected to be one of the fastest
growing, with solid profitability and low working capital
and fixed costs.

Tires Revenues by Year
(LE million)

699.1

2017 Business Review

In Egypt, the Tires division continued to outperform at
both the top- and bottom-line levels in FY17, posting
revenues of LE 701 million compared to LE 462.5 million last year, up 51.4% y-o-y. The gross profit margin
stood at 18.8% compared to 21.9% in FY16.

163.4

The division continued to pursue its expansion strategy,
with efforts to drive improved profitability across the
segment. In 2017, GB Auto was able to further reinforce

2011
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Egypt
After-Sales

15.1

%

of FY17 Group
Gross Profit

GB Auto operates Egypt’s largest and fastest-growing
network of after-sales service centers for passenger
cars, motorcycles & three-wheelers, and commercial
vehicles & construction equipment. For passenger
cars, the company is the leading service provider for
Chery passenger cars in its home market. After-sales
is a vital component of the company’s Motorcycles
& Three-Wheeler division in light of the high inf lationary environment prevailing in Egypt, providing
a necessary buffer for other lines of business. It is a
key differentiator for GB Auto in Egypt as motorcycle
and three-wheeler customers place importance on
the availability of spare parts and service center. The
Commercial Vehicles & Construction Equipment
business unit is also supported by a robust after-sales
framework that extends GB Auto’s total care model
to customers, offering GB Auto customers throughout Egypt a nationwide network of owned-retail
showrooms including 14 after-sales service centers.

2017 Business Review

The After-Sales division proved especially successful
in FY17, with management expecting the division to
remain highly profitable and continue yielding excellent returns. The division provided an important
stream of high-margin revenues throughout the year
as customers continued to choose GB Auto’s network
to maintain their vehicles. Investments made to upgrade and expand GB Auto’s network of After-Sales
workshops have continued to bear fruit during the
year, as After-Sales service centers ran at higher-
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than-average capacity utilization rates to cope with
increasing demand.
GB Auto’s solid reputation for quality service has cemented customers’ confidence, translating to strong
sales and higher-than-average capacity utilization rates
across service centers. GB Auto is pressing on with plans
to expand its workshop network, looking to open centers
in Minya, Aswan, Tanta, Marsa Matrouh and Damietta
throughout the year. Plans are also underway to construct a truck and bus workshop in Abu Rawash.

Passenger Cars
Passenger Cars After-Sales division posted strong
growth figures and very healthy margins. Revenues from
After-Sales operations in Egypt reached LE 684.7 million,
reflecting a 33.0% y-o-y increase over FY16, while gross
profit rose 14.0% y-o-y to LE 217.1 million, with a gross
profit margin of 31.7%.

Egypt After-Sales Revenue Progression
(LE million)

Motorcycles & Three-Wheelers

1,028.2

The Motorcycles & Three-Wheelers After-Sales division was muted this year, with revenues down a slight
4.4% y-o-y to LE 143.8 million while gross profit stood
at LE 32.6 million compared to LE 40.5 million in FY16.

Commercial Vehicles & Construction Equipment
The After-Sales division for commercial vehicles & construction equipment continued to grow, with revenues
standing at LE 199.8 million, up 24.2% y-o-y, and gross
profit LE 44.3 million, up 42.7% y-o-y during the year.
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Egypt
Regional

5.7

%

of FY17 Group
Gross Profit

0.8

LE
BN

Group Operating Profit

GB Auto takes a
measured approach
to its regional
operations, being
mindful of geopolitical
circumstances on the
ground.
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Beyond its home market of Egypt, GB Auto distributes CBU units of Hyundai passenger cars in Iraq and
Geely passenger cars in Algeria, and offers after-sales
services in both markets. Additionally, the company
launched a successful venture for Bajaj Motorcycles
& Three-Wheelers in Iraq, where it also operates two
after-sales service centers for its products. It is also actively working to build Iraq’s foremost after-sales franchise based on the Egyptian model. GB Auto’s regional
operations also extend to the tires division, with the
company distributing Westlake, Diamondback, and
Jumbo tires in Iraq; Avon, Diamondback, Triangle, and
Jumbo in Jordan; and Lassa, Grandstone, and Verde
in Algeria. Despite the challenging environment seen
regionally throughout 2017, the company continued to
take measured steps in dealing with these geopolitical
and economic difficulties.

volumes grow 33.2% y-o-y to 7,465 million with revenues
surging 151.3% y-o-y to LE 2,256.1 million. The AfterSales division in Iraq delivered equally promising results,
with revenues up 125.7% y-o-y to LE 241.7 million.

2017 Business Review

Results from Iraqi operations were very promising this
year, showing considerable growth y-o-y in terms of
both sales volumes and revenues. Management had
launched sales of these popular vehicles in Iraq in 2015
to a promising market reception and anticipates that it
will be able to replicate the success of its home market
in Iraq. GB Auto operates a small service center and
spare parts outlet in Baghdad and has added a second
in Al Najaf that also includes a Bajaj showroom.

Passenger Cars
Iraq

In Iraq, GB Auto saw passenger car volumes ramping
up with the company benefiting from having reduced
overheads, finance charges, and old stocks to safeguard
its positioning in the market and navigate the turbulent
political climate. The Iraqi Passenger Car division saw

Algeria

GB Auto’s lean cost-cutting approach toward its Algerian operations continued to sustain margins during
the year despite lowered volumes. Revenues from the
Passenger Car division gained 139.5% y-o-y to LE 61.6
million, while the company launched its agro tire brand
Verde to the market with great success. Management
remains watchful of any opportunities that arise in the
market and expects to soon make an announcement
on developments in Algeria.

Tires
GB Auto’s regional Tires division reported a promising increase in revenues throughout the year, gaining
31.7% y-o-y to LE 135.3 million. The division provides a
much-needed source of high-margin business to navigate the rocky economic and political environment in
the region as other lines of business gain steam.

Total Regional Revenue
(LE million)
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Egypt
Others

2.3

%

of FY17 Group
Gross Profit

PAL is GB Auto’s lubricants business, distributing Gazprom Neft-Lubricants at GB Auto-branded and thirdparty points of presence in the Egyptian market under
an exclusive strategic alliance with Gazprom Neft. The
company announced in January 2014 that it entered
into an exclusive strategic alliance to distribute Gazpromneft Lubricants, giving GB Auto access to a 400450 tons per year market that grows at an annual pace
of 2-3%. The company aims to take the partnership to
other regional markets, possibly incorporating other
lines of business from Gazpromneft’s downstream
portfolio, following a successful rollout in Egypt at
both GB Auto-branded and third-party points of sale.
GB Auto’s Retail arm operates retail after-sales outlets,
known as 360, to distribute tires, tire parts, batteries,
parts and lubricants. These points of presence also offer
services including tire installation and balancing, battery services, and the sale and injection of lubricants in
select locations.
The company’s western-style pre-owned car operation,
Fabrika, is now operational at all GB-owned points of
presence in Egypt, with operations having started in
2014 and the market proving receptive. Management
anticipates further announcements regarding product

representations within GB Auto-branded service centers and third-party points of sale in the near future.

2017 Business Review

PAL operations showed substantial and promising
growth in 2017, as revenues jumped to LE 94.0 million
from to LE 62.7 million during the previous year. The
division has been exhibiting steady growth since its
launch, but has recently faced stiffer competition from
multinational counterparts who produce locally and
are not subject to the same FX challenges, allowing
them to bypass the impact of the pound’s devaluation.
Fabrika recorded sales revenue increases of 37.3% y-o-y
for FY17, with its top line coming in at LE 163.7 million
compared to LE 119.3 million last year. The company is
continuously expanding its product and services offerings to better cater to its clients within this segment.
360, GB Auto’s after-sales retail outlets, have exhibited
significant growth since their launch in June 2016, with
revenues surging almost four-fold to LE 3.5 million.
Gross profit from overall startup operations was up 53.4%
y-o-y at the end of the year, at LE 45.3 million, while the
gross profit margin grew 2.2 percentage points to 15.8%.

Other Sales Revenues by Year

Other Gross Profit by Year
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Egypt Motorcycles and Three-Wheelers

GB Capital Portfolio Breakdown

GB Capital Portfolio Breakdown

GB Capital Portfolio Breakdown

By Maturity (Percent)

By Value (Percent)

By Asset Type (Percent)

GB
Capital
< 1 year
> 1 year < 3 years
> 3 years < 6 years
> 6 years
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43.9%
33.5%
22.3%
0.3%

< LE 100K
> LE 100K < LE 500K
> LE 0.5 MM < LE 10 MM	
LE > 10 MM < LE 100 MM	
> LE 100MM	

32.1%
12.0%
10.1%
29.0%
16.8%

Automotive
Real Estate
Machinery
Agriculture Equipment
Others

38.9%
37.5%
8.3%
3.1%
12.2%
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Financing
Businesses
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GB Lease provides business-to-business financial leasing solutions that are non-exclusive to GB Auto, catering to a diversified client base ranging from top-tier
multinationals to local corporations of various scales,
as well as small and medium enterprises. It is one of the
top-tier active players in the market, operating under
the auspices of the Financial Regulatory Authority
(FRA) and fully complies with all regulations. GB Lease

3,381.1
2,473.7
1,046.2

722.7

476.30

GB Lease is GB Auto’s first financing venture. Established
in 2008 with operations actively beginning in 4Q09, it has
grown into a well-developed organization with a diversified lease asset base that covers all asset classes, including
real estate, automotive, production lines, and others. Tenor
is medium to long term, and the company focuses on risk
diversification by asset class, industry sector, and client —
operating with prudent risk management practices with
regards to provisions and risk recognition.

(LE million)

248.97

Through GB Capital, GB Auto aims to create a fullfledged financial arm that serves its core business while
competing with other non-bank financial service providers. GB Capital’s strategy is to benchmark its operations
against the best in the field, building on strict and robust
credit, risk classification and provisioning policies specifically developed for each industry. All companies are
staffed with veterans of the financial services industry to
provide the required expertise and know-how. The companies’ credit approval and disbursement mechanisms
comply with best practices of financial institutions in
the country. Furthermore, asset quality and collections
— the backbone for the success of any financial institution — are closely monitored, well-maintained and
controlled within the group. The aim of GB Capital is to
develop a well-diversified and synergetic group of financial services, while maintaining a high level of focus and
specialized expertise within each company.

GB Capital Revenues by Year

156.50

With the Group’s financing operations taking a spotlight
over the last year, starting 2Q17, management adopted
a new disclosure structure that separately reports the
core automotive and high-margin GB Capital considering the two businesses are sharply different in terms of
financing and capital structure as well as underlying
risks. The move was aimed at providing a true reflection
of the business’s net debt, facilitate more accurate valuations and reveal hidden value in the company’s share.

55.66

GB Capital oversees the Group’s five non-bank financial
service providers: GB Lease, which offers financial leasing
services to a wide range of corporates and SMEs; Mashroey, which offers asset-based lending to microfinance eligible clients; Drive, which offers factoring services to retail
and corporates; Haram Limousine, which offers car rental
services on a quasi-operational lease basis to companies
in the market; and Tasaheel offers direct microfinance
lending services to micro-entrepreneurs.

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

ranked third in terms of market share at 12% according
to the FRA report for the year ended December 31, 2017,
just 0.1% below the second player.
Mashroey is GB Auto’s second financing venture. Founded in late 2009, it began operations in March 2010 and offers asset-based microfinance lending to eligible clients.
Mashroey started out selling GB Auto’s Bajaj-branded
three-wheelers on credit terms, but now has an extensive product base that extends credit and financing op-

tions for tuk-tuks, motor tricycles, YTO tractors, minivans, pre-owned tuk-tuks, electronics, and electrical
appliances. Mashroey’s credit policy is stringent, and its
portfolio tenor is predominantly short term. Mashroey
operates a nationwide network of over 120 branches and
units serving more than 40,000 customers.
Drive is one of Egypt’s top three factoring companies,
according to the FRA. Since receiving its license in 3Q12,
Drive extends its services to a diversified client base,
ranging from business-to-business (SMEs) to businessto-consumer (retail), with a focus on auto finance. Since
its establishment, it has taken remarkable strides in
market presence and carved out a place for itself in the
very competitive automotive financing sector. Drive anticipates a further boost to its operations after factoring
regulations expanded the scope of operations to allow
both business-to-consumer and business-to-business
operations. The company has a well-developed portfolio,
offers medium-term tenors, and focuses on risk diversification by finance product types, client base, and brands
(as far as auto loans are concerned).
Drive is non-exclusive to GB Auto and offers a multitude
of financial solutions for various SMEs and consumers.
The company fully complies with all regulations and
operates under the auspices of the FRA.
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Haram Tourism Transport (HTT, also known as Haram
Limousine) operates as a car rental/quasi-operational
lease company. It is the premier vehicle fleet leasing
company in Egypt, and serves top-tier multinationals,
financial institutions, as well as private sector companies, with its average tenor standing at three years.
HTT supports its clients by enabling them to focus on
their core competencies and strengths while directing
scarce funding resources to mainstream operations;
leaving vehicle sourcing and management to HTT. The
company’s service agreements entail acquisition, registration, and maintenance of the vehicle, in addition
to insurance that extends to third-party damage and
passengers within the vehicle.
Tasaheel is the most recent addition to GB Auto’s portfolio
of financing businesses, launched in August 2015 to provide direct microfinance lending to eligible clients, with
a specific focus on group lending to women. Through
Tasaheel, GB Auto aims to help low-income earners generate higher returns to improve their living standards,
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which in turn supports overall community development
and economic growth. At the end of 2017, the company
had 102 operational branches serving 247,000 customers
with more than 2,500 employees, and aims to add at least
an additional 100 branches and have over 4,500 people in
employment by 2020. Like Drive and GB Lease, Tasaheel
operates under the auspices of the FRA.

2017 Business Review

GB Capital has continued to show phenomenal performance over 2017 as the business grows into a full-fledged
financial operation. Overall revenues came in at LE 3,381.1
million in FY17, up 36.7% y-o-y. Total gross profit rose to
LE 638.2 million in 2017 from LE 365.4 million the year
before, showing an increase of 74.7% y-o-y.
GB Capital’s ROAE stood at 34.2% and ROAA of 21.2%,
ahead of cost capital. The business continued to maintain a healthy loan portfolio quality throughout the year,
with non-performing loans (NPLs) at 1.9% and an NPL
coverage ratio of 129.6%. The high ratio reflects the com-

pany’s prudent risk policies and provisions taken against
its growing portfolio, with varying provisioning levels
taken through each risk bucket. While the NPL ratio
remains well under market norms, it grew throughout
2017 due to conservative risk rating policies as the year
saw interest rates and inflation mount. GB Capital’s
loans/receivables portfolio rose c.51.0% in FY17, with
portfolio health and quality remaining solid and intact.
The company’s provision levels commensurately grew in
line with loan portfolio growth as a matter of prudent
risk management. GB Capital’s loans/receivables portfolio health is supported by a number of factors, key being:
1) net financed assets are typically a percentage of total
financed assets as clients provide an initial down payment and make further repayments over the financing
term, 2) all financing businesses companies maintain
sufficient collateral and/or title against the financed
portfolio, and 3) there is an inherent incremental cushion embedded in the value of the financed assets, which
has increased on account of the prevailing high inflation
rates and the devaluation of the Egyptian pound.

Exposure related to GB Auto & Auto Related accounts
for less than c.11.0% of GB Capital’s loans/receivables
portfolio. Its model is built on the companies’ ability to
obtain leverage against their lending portfolios, which
differs from the trading or manufacturing business
model in terms of the amount of debt incurred and the
tenor of such debt by any company. GB Capital companies remain strongly under-leveraged compared to
industry norms and regulatory caps which, in light
of the nature of the business, allow the companies to
borrow up to 8x shareholders’ equity for GB Lease and
Drive, and up to 10x shareholders’ equity for Tasaheel.
Standard total leverage for GB Capital stood at 4.51x at
the end of the year, compared to 3.55x as per the regulator’s definition (calculated as non-current bank debt to
equity for the leasing and factoring business, while all
other activities are calculated based on the total bank
debt, as FRA requirements). GB Capital related companies’ debt stood at LE 4.4 billion at the end of 2017, with
debt levels expected to continue rising as the company
funds its growing operations.
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